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Tuesday, September 14, 2004 

Outfoxed by Mozilla's new cute cub 
browser
DAVID WILSON 

Once a year, the boredom my bundled blue browser provokes in me 
peaks. So I dump it and hunt for something sexier, then regret the 
decision. The last version of Netscape that I tested seemed to centre on 
shopping rather than research. I have also learned that Opera may run 
like lightning, but it crashes like thunder.

Enter Firefox, Mozilla's "next generation" open-source (freely distributed) 
browser. Firefox is the nickname for China's red panda.

"It was such a cute animal that we couldn't resist calling the product 
Firefox. We even have stuffed animals available and they're quite 
popular," said Mozilla Foundation spokesman Bart Decrem. He omitted
this fact: the browser was originally called Firebird, but had to be renamed 
because of a trademark dispute. Still, the connection between browser 
and bearcat is reassuring since firefoxes are gentle, secretive creatures.

The connection is apt, too, because the browser is supposedly highly 
resistant to phishing, or scams to steal bank account details over the 
internet.

"Firefox is the browser users can trust for their day-to-day activity, when 
shopping online, when banking online, and making transactions," Mr 
Decrem said. "We're building a browser that users can trust that is 
fundamentally more secure, is more reliable, and [has] no hidden privacy 
concerns."

Firefox blocks intrusions such as adware, spyware and pop-up windows. 
This capability helps make the browser Mozilla's fastest - it supposedly 
runs quicker than Internet Explorer. Better yet, Firefox offers the 
downtime-busting convenience of tabbed browsing. This is the ability to 
open links in the background so that they're ready for instant viewing.

Firefox was written in XUL (XML-based user interface language). 
Pronounced to rhyme with "cool", XUL makes it possible to extend the 
Firefox's capabilities through the use of skins and extensions. But how 
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popular is Mozilla's cute cub? Well, Firefox 0.9 has so far notched up 4.5 
million downloads. Mozilla is targeting 10 million downloads in 90 days for 
the next version.

In a testimonial, one British disciple, Alasdair McEwan, said he turned to 
Firefox because the Net is awash with invasive garbage that impedes 
rapid browsing. Mr McEwan added that Firefox lets you choose what you 
look at and how - the user is not at the behest of "some sleazy commercial 
web designer" or the powerbrokers behind the browser with a market 
share of more than 90 per cent. "In particular," he said, "I like the error 
message which went along the lines of: `Sorry we can't do that and we are 
not sure why' - polite, humorous and respectful of users. All in all, a very 
refreshing reminder that not everybody in the world is in it for themselves. 
Some people are trying to keep the internet truly open and free."

My first and so far only flirtation with this tool of liberty was less inspiring. 
After I installed version 0.9.3 on Mac OS X, I found that the Firefox icon 
kept bouncing up and down in the "dock" or toolbar. I could not quit 
Firefox. I could not force-quit and so tried firing up the program again with 
the result that a second bouncing Firefox icon appeared in the dock, soon 
to be joined by a third when I haplessly repeated the procedure.

I tried to reboot. But, accompanied by the Mac's Spinning Beachball of 
Death icon, an error message appeared saying that Firefox had cancelled 
the manoeuvre. I tried to shut down. Same again. My stomach yo-yoed. At 
last, unfathomably, Firefox relented and allowed me to switch my laptop 
off and on (imagine my gratitude).

To be fair, it could be that I flunked the installation. To save time, I left 
several programs running just as, on principle, I always skip reading 
licence agreements and click on "Accept".

Even so, in case I encounter further theatrics, I feel reluctant to install 
Firefox on my Windows computer. I feel a touch suspicious about 
Maximum PC's verdict that using the upstart amounts to "nothing short of 
a revelatory experience".

Nonetheless, Mr Decrem has declared that the future of Firefox is bright. It 
will avoid the fate of the jaded green browser that once ruled the desktop 
because money is out of the equation. "Mozilla is set up as a non-profit 
organisation, so we only answer to our mission and not the bottom line," 
he said.

Confused by computer jargon? E-mail technopedia@scmp.com with your 
questions

SCMP.com is the premier information resource on Greater China. With a 
click, you will be able to access information on Business, Markets, 
Technology and Property in the territory. Bookmark SCMP.com for more 
insightful and timely updates on Hong Kong, China, Asia and the World. 
Voted the Best Online newspaper outside the US and brought to you by the 
South China Morning Post, Hong Kong's premier English language news 
source.
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